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WHAT THIS IS ABOUT: 

Objects in museum collections that has ”escaped” the ordinary
classification systems and registers:

CATERGORIES OF INVESTIGATION:

1. Objects nobody knows what it is

2. Objects known, but have lost their reg. numbers, context or the 
provenience they once had

3. ”free findings” (”lösfynd”) and other oddities with no information or 
lost context, thus of no ”scientific” relevance.

4. Trash – broken items or deteriorated material



• Sample of collection check:

• Swedish History Museum, Stockholm - has a massive stock of
”unnamed” objects, 35 000 (most unidentifiable fragments)

• Ethnographic Museum, Stockholm – has 2000 – 3000 such objects

• Sigtuna Museum, Sigtuna – nobody knows exactly

• More to go: the Nordic Museum, maybe the Finnish National Museum



In the Ethnographic museum, there is a special catalogue group starting with the 
number 9000…  When an object of this kind appears, it will be registered with this
number.

”Diverse collections: 
”CORF”…. (Swedish 
History Museum). 
Here, this kind of objects
will be deposited, to wait
for ”better times”





1. The unknown…..

”Object”.
The Swedish 
History Museum



In the museum catalogue, this object is described as 

”Object, ceramics, reminds of a wrinkled hat with

upfolded brim at one end. About 5 cm in height.” 

No further information.

Sigtuna Museum

http://sigtunamuseum.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/SF1961_60_RF.jpg


Swedish History Museum, registered as
”t-formed objects”. 10th century.
Use unknown. There are 38 such posts.



Skillfully crafted small wooden rings or ”plates”, 10th century. 
Cirka 7 cm ni diameter. Dug up in Birka, the Viking age town. 
Similar objects found in Novgorod and down the Volga, made of
boxwood from several hundred miles away. 
But what is it? The museum have no lue, and no use of them.

Sigtuna Museum

They are registered as ”sländtrissa”, 
parts of weawing gear, but that is 
proved to be wrong



Small stone plates, a few

centimeters in diameter. 

Different kinds of stone, 

e.g. sandstone (below) and 

shale.

Nobody knows for what

purpose these were made

or used.



Found 17 years ago in Sigtuna on 

a site ”near the Green barn” –

wooden object from the 11th 

century. 9 cm in length.  

Nobody knows what it is, for what 

it was used. 

Please tell us, they ask on 

Facebook.



Registered as 
”object”. 

Unknown. Ca 6 cm 
in length. Wood. 
10th century.

Sigtuna Museum



2. Objects known, but have lost their reg. 
numbers, context or the provenience they once
had

Etnographic museum, Stockholm

”found together with
04.19 North America”



Japanese helmet, 
probably 16th 
century, 
But has lost
numbers and 
provenience.

Ethnographic
Museum, 
Stockholm



Part of Asian helmet,
”without number”

Ethnographic museum



Label text: ”been standing for several years by the east wall to
the textile store” No numbers.

Ethnographic Museum



”unmarked”, from the 
exhibition India of the Gods. 
”See list, page 13”.

But there is no list no more…..

An ”orphan” dwelling in the 
collections, waving at us: 
”look at me, here I am, come 
pick me” !!!  Or waving with a 
sardonic smile: ”I have
escaped your systems, you
cannot control me”.



Findings in ”Bo S:s 
room”….decades ago.
He was a former director of
the Ethnographic Museum,
Long since passed away,
Nobody knows from where
these two objects come, did
he buy them, are they gfts, 
and from which country.

But the museum is obliged to 
preserve them.



See previous image



One of the two objects is broken (see above)



3. ”free findings” (”lösfynd”) and 
oddities with no information or lost context, 
thus of no or marginal ”scientific” relevance.

Stone items without context.
In SHM, 
there are thousands of them…



”filling material” in the grounds of graveyards, 
Sigtuna.  
Consists of blended bone fragments, soil. 
Graves long gone, unknown.  Who is it ?



Handwritten text says:

”Earth from a relic cache under 
the altar floor in Bergunda
church”

SHM 6762.



Has been part of the Cabinet of Curiosities of a Swedish queen, 16’th century, 
long since dispersed





Diverse crap…..



Plaster castings collected by a museum director interested in race theories. 
Painted withenemal that gradually made them all equal in color





4. Trash (broken or deteriorated objects)



Known objects: fragments of ancient coffins, found in Sigtuna when digging under ”Göstas mack” (Gösta’s petrol
station)



Broken chandeliers
from some church or 
other

SHM, Stockholm



Burnt material, 
Sigtuna Museum



Leather fragments
partly covered by 
mould
Probably remnants of
shoe making.

12th-13th century
Sigtuna Museum



Slag (leftovers) 
from metal
processing.

Two tons of it 
in the Sigtuna 
collections



fin

• Thank you


